SPOTLIGHT ON…
MRS. BIEDUL

Why do you love Woodhall
Primary School?

Why did you become a teacher?

What is your favourite children’s
book and why?

I love the sense of family and the
support we provide to our children
and each other.
I first came to Woodhall as part of
my teacher training and was
immediately accepted as part of the
Woodhall family.

Whilst working as a 1-1 learning
support teaching assistant I decided
I wanted to work with more
children to enable them reach their
full potential. Working as a class
teacher enabled me to provide that
support to a larger number of
children.

One of my favourite books is You
Choose by Pippa Goodhart and Nick
Sharratt because it inspires
children’s imagination to go
anywhere, be anyone and live
wherever they choose.

What is your proudest moment
since becoming a teacher?

What do you like most about
being a teacher?

If you could have a superpower,
what would it be?

The proudest moment was the
end of my first whole year as a
teacher when I received many
compliments about the support
and progress I had given to the
children.
What was your favourite subject
when you were at primary
school and why?

I love meeting new children at the
beginning of a school year who
think they can’t do something and
then discover by the end of that
school year that they can.

I would love to be able to
understand and speak any
language so I would always be
able talk to and help everyone.

What is your favourite song and
why?

What is your favourite pastime
and why?

As I always found maths and English
quite challenging at school I always
enjoyed the more practical subjects,
especially PE and pottery.

Rock on by David Essex because it
was the first song/album my
brother bought me.

Most of my pastimes revolve
around spending time with my
family and include travelling to
Ireland, walking and socialising
together.
But when I have time I enjoy
reading a good book and losing
myself in the story.

